Quality Elevator Products Inc. is pleased to offer two versions of over speed governors. One version is suited for residential elevators using 1/4” rope. The other is perfect for commercial applications using 3/8” rope.

Our governors offer a distinct advantage, as they are bi-directional. The governors are designed to work in either an over head mounted position or in the pit.

These governors come standard with a 120-volt manual reset switch. Once the governor is activated and the safety gears are set, the governor and safeties are re-set manually simply by raising the elevator in the up direction.

Our governor comes standard with a smaller secondary sheave that allows testing simply by “pulling” the rope off the running sheave and moving it to the smaller one, thus allowing over speed simulation without causing rail damage. This allows testing to be done in a much safer way.

- Bi-directional rotation
- Bi-directional tripping
- Standard CSA safety switch
- Dismountable plate
- Hardened groove
- Test groove for simulated tripping
- Running groove for 3/8” or 1/4” rope
- Weight 40 or 35 lbs.

For further information please give us a call.